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Abstract—In IoT applications, the sensors usually have limited
bandwidth and power resources. Therefore, the sensed data
should be mapped to a low-bit representation by means of
compression and quantization before being transmitted to a
central node, called the fusion center (FC). At the FC, a global
decision is inferred from this data. In many cases, this data is
intended for machine consumption, not for human perception.
However, the compression techniques are mainly designed for
reconstruction fidelity. The accuracy of the inferred decision at
the FC is less considered. In this work, we present an end-to-
end framework for learning a 1-bit representation of correlated-
sensors data. We also propose a novel loss function and a
three-stage training algorithm for learning discriminative binary
features at each sensor. Extensive experiments show the proposed
framework achieves high compression ratios with a marginal loss
in the inferred decision accuracy. Comparatively, the obtained
results outperform other benchmark models in the literature.

Index Terms—Deep learning, wireless sensor networks, dis-
tributed inference.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many wireless Internet of things (IoT) applications employ
a distributed inference mechanism such as radar systems,
surveillance systems, or multi-sensory human activity recog-
nition [1]. In these cases, the sensed data are not entirely
processed locally at each node. However, the data is offloaded
to a central, and more powerful, node called fusion center
(FC), where a global decision is inferred from this data
[2]. The main challenge of this centralized scenario is the
limited bandwidth and power resources of the nodes [3],
[4]. Therefore, the observations should be compressed and
quantized before transmission, see Fig. 1. These compression
and quantization processes introduce a loss in the transmitted
information, and the FC infers the decision based on partial
information [5].

We tackle the problem of compressing and quantizing
correlated-sensor observations for distributed inference tasks.
While most of the literature assumes sensors independence
for mathematical tractability, we address the more complicated
scenario of correlated sensors. We argue that this correlation
can be exploited to obtain higher compression ratios without
considerable loss in the accuracy of the inferred decision.
More specifically, we distributively screen redundancies in
sensor observations to transmit only informative data without
imposing any assumptions on the distribution of the obser-
vations. In this case, analytical solutions are intractable and
hard to generalize. On the other hand, data driven solutions
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Fig. 1: The different operations inside each sensor.

are achieving outstanding results in different domains and
applications [6].

Motivated by the breakthrough in statistical learning tech-
niques, in this work, we propose a novel deep learning frame-
work that learns to compress and quantize the observations
of each sensor. In addition, the framework is jointly trained
with the decision rule at the FC in an end-to-end fashion
to maximize the accuracy of the inferred decision. We also
propose a new loss function that helps the sensors learn a task-
aware 1-bit representation for the observations. A three-stage
training algorithm to train the framework is proposed. Exten-
sive results show the superiority of our proposed framework
compared with different bench-mark models. The results also
confirm the robustness of the framework against nodes failure
or significant delay caused by high-latency channels.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows:

1) Extending autoencoders to learn a compressed and quan-
tized representation for correlated-sensor observations.
This learned representation conveys the complemen-
tary features at each sensor observation, which help
maximize the likelihood of the correct decisions while
communicating efficiently.

2) Proposing a powerful loss function that encourages the
model to learn the unique features at each sensor. Fur-
thermore, we present a training algorithm that efficiently
works in a wide range of applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II,
provides the problem formulation. Section III presents the
implementation details. The experimental results are given in
section IV while section V concludes the work.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Suppose Y is a discrete random variable, representing a
hypothesis about an environment. The variable takes values
in: y 2 {c1, c2, . . . , cC} where C is the number of possible
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hypothesis or classes. Our goal is to form an estimate, ˆ

Y , for
the true hypothesis, based on observations collected from a
set of S sensors. Accordingly, for each t = 1, . . . , S, let x

t

represents the observation at node t, where x

t 2 � belongs to
Rd and � represents the observation space.

The set of all observations correspond to an S-dimensional
random vector X = (x

1
, x

2
, . . . , x

S
) 2 �

S drawn from the
conditional distribution P (X|Y ). We assume that an optimal
estimate, ˆ

Y , is computed at the FC. If the FC has access to
the distribution of the observations, P (X|Y ), then an optimal
decision rule can be easily formulated. For example, with a
binary hypothesis, an optimal decision rule can be reached
using the likelihood ratio test: P (X|Y = 1)/P (X|Y = �1).
However, in real-world problems, the FC does not have access
to this distribution, and it only has access to summarized
forms of the original observations, zt, for all values of t. More
specifically, we assume that each sensor, t, is restricted to a
given bandwidth of R bps. Therefore, each sensor is allowed
to transmit an n-dimensional message, z

t, taking values in
some space Z = {0, 1}, such that n  R. The conversion
from the observation space, �, to Z-space is carried out by an
encoder q : �! Z. The encoder, q, maps an input observation,
x, in �-space, to a codeword, z, in Z-space. This encoded
observation, z, will be sent to the FC. To compute the estimate
ˆ

Y , the FC applies a certain decision rule,  , on the aggregated
received messages such that ˆ

Y =  (z

1
, z

2
, . . . , z

S
). It is

known from the rate-distortion theory that the rate, R, and
the distortion are inversely proportional. Therefore, a larger
rate implies better reconstruction fidelity at the receiver end.
However, in our problem, we are not concerned about re-
construction fidelity as our main objective. Instead, we are
more interested in maximizing the accuracy of the inferred
decision. Inherently, increasing the rate, R, will increase the
information included in a message, z

t, which increases the
FC accuracy. In other words, increasing the rate increases the
mutual information between the joint distributions P (

ˆ

Y |Z)

and P (

ˆ

Y |X). However, for limited bandwidth systems, we can
not violate the bandwidth constraint. Therefore, for correlated
sensor observations, the redundancy between the different
sensor observations could be exploited to obtain more efficient
compression with a marginal reduction in the inferred decision
accuracy at the FC. This can be formalized by minimizing the
function in (1).

min

✓,�i KL

⇣
P (

ˆ

Y |X) ||P (

ˆ

Y |Z)

⌘

s.t. P (

ˆ

Y |X) = f! (x1, x2, . . . , xS) ,

P (

ˆ

Y |Z) = f✓ (f�1(x1), f�2(x2), . . . , f�S (xS)) ,

f�i 2 {0, 1}n 8i 2 {1, 2, . . . , S},
n  R

(1)

✓ is the parameters of the decision rule at the FC, �i is the
encoder parameters at the i

th sensor, and R is the bandwidth
assigned to each sensor. Substituting the KL term in (1) by
(2), we get the objective function in (3).
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Fig. 2: Diagram demonstrating the system model. In this
example, the cameras represent the sensors, observations are
the images, and the decision is the predicted class.

KL(P ||Q) =

X

i

P (i) log(

P (i)

Q(i)

) (2)

min

✓,�i

X

i

P (

ˆ

Yi|Xi) log(
P (

ˆ

Yi|Xi)

P (

ˆ

Yi|Zi)
)

s.t. P (

ˆ

Y |X) = f! (x1, x2, . . . , xS) ,

P (

ˆ

Y |Z) = f✓ (f�1(x1), f�2(x2), . . . , f�S (xS)) ,

f�i 2 {0, 1}n 8i 2 {1, 2, . . . , S},
n  R

(3)

Two main points should be considered in this formulation.
First, the message space {0, 1} is significantly smaller than
the observation space R. Second, the dimension for the
compressed message, n, is substantially smaller than that of
the raw observation, d (i.e., n ⌧ d). Therefore, the problem
is finding an optimal quantizer q: q(x

t
) = z

t for each
sensor, t, that maximizes the mutual information between the
conditional distributions of the true and estimated hypothesis
P (Y |X) and P (

ˆ

Y |Z) under a certain communication con-
straint n  R.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

To learn an optimal quantizer at each sensor, qt: qt(xi) = zi,
and an optimal decision rule at the FC  (z

1
, z

2
, . . . , z

S
),

we adopt a low-bit encoder (namely 1-bit encoder) at each
sensor node to compress and quantize sensor observations,
see Fig. 2. Its worth to differentiate between compression
and quantization in this context. The compression means the
mapping from a higher-dimensional to a lower-dimensional
space, f : Sd ! Sn, where n ⌧ d. On the other hand,
quantization is mapping the values of individual dimensions
from a set S1 to a set S2, where the cardinality of S1 is
smaller than that of S2, i.e., |S1| < |S2|. The output of the
encoder model at sensor i is given by: f�i(·), where �i is
the encoder parameters at sensor i. At the FC, a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) architecture parameterized by parameters,
✓, is employed to approximate the optimal decision rule. The
decision rule at the FC is given by:
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f✓([f�1(x
1
), f�2(x

2
), . . . , f�S (x

S
)]). (4)

where x

i is the current observation at sensor, i.

A. Implementation Details
The encoder architecture at each sensor is an MLP of

three fully-connected layers with ReLU activations. In the
output layer of the encoder, a QSigmoid activation is used
to generate binary activations [7]. In the FC, we used six
fully connected layers with ReLU activations in the hidden
layers and Sigmoid activation in the output layer. The model
weights are initialized using He initializer [8]. The models are
trained using Adam optimizer [9], with (0.01) learning-rate
and optimized to minimize the crossentropy loss function (5).

f(y, ŷ) = �
CX

i=1

yi log(ŷi) + (1� yi) log(1� ŷi), (5)

where yi is the target label of the i

th data point. We can
interpret the optimization of the classifier weights at the FC
as a threshold optimization for the decision rule.

B. Training Procedure
The training of the proposed framework consists of three

phases. In the first phase, we train an autoencoder at each
sensor. The autoencoders are classically trained to reconstruct
their input from compressed codewords by minimizing the L2-
norm between the input and the reconstruction given in (6).

L =

1

N

NX

i=1

kxi � x̂ik2 (6)

In the second phase, we train an inference model, I1, that
takes as input the raw observations, X = [x1, x2, . . . , xS], and
outputs the corresponding decision. Note that the inputs to this
model are the raw observations without either compression or
quantization. The model is trained to optimize the classical
Crossentropy function (5). The output of the model I1 ap-
proximates the conditional distribution P (

ˆ

Y |X). This model
represents our baseline where the FC has access to the full
information. The weights of this model I1 are then frozen,
and its output will be used for computing the loss value of the
inference model at the FC.

In the third and last phase, we use the encoder part of the
autoencoder at each sensor to compress the observation at this
sensor. The output of the encoder at the i

th sensor is denoted
by zi. The parameters of an encoder model of the autoencoder
at sensor, i, denoted by �i, such that zi = f�i(x). The outputs
of all encoders are concatenated and fed to an inference model,
I2, with parameters ✓ to infer the global decision. The output
of I2 in this case approximates the conditional distribution
P (

ˆ

Y |Z). Note that the weights of I2, ✓, are trained jointly
with the encoder’s weights, �i, at each sensor. Algorithm 1
summarizes the training procedure.

C. Proposed Loss function
In the first and second phases of the training, we opti-

mize the MSE and Crossentropy loss functions, respectively.

Algorithm 1: The training procedure for the proposed
framework, S, sensors.
Input: Dataset D, consisting of N tuples of

observations acquisted from S sensors and the
corresponding label y.

Output: Model parameters, ✓, and �i for
i 2 {1, 2, . . . , S}

- At each sensor, si, train an autoencoder to reconstruct
its input using observations in D;

- Train an inference model, I1, to approximate the
conditional distribution p(ŷ|X);

- Freeze the weights of I1;
- Train an inference model, I2, (jointly with the

encoders weights) to approximate the conditional
distribution p(ŷ|Z);

However, for the third phase in which we jointly train the
encoders and the inference model at the FC, minimizing the
traditional Crossentropy is found to be limited in solving the
complex problem being addressed. Recall from the previous
section that the objective of the proposed framework is to
make the encoders benefit from the redundancies (between
the sensor observations) to obtain high compression ratios
without considerable reduction in the decision accuracy (i.e.,
the sensing goal). This implies that encoders should learn to
encode the complementary features of their observation.

L(Y, ˆY ) = CE(Y,

ˆ

Y ) +KL(P (

ˆ

Y |X)||P (

ˆ

Y |Z)) (7)

To this end, we propose a novel loss function given in
(7). The proposed function helps the model to learn a con-
ditional distribution for the decision given the compressed
observations, P (

ˆ

Y |Z), which is as similar as possible to
the conditional distribution for the label given the uncom-
pressed observations, P (

ˆ

Y |X). This term reduces the loss in
the decision accuracy due to the compression of the sensor
observations. Given the limited budget of data bits to encode
the observations, we argue the proposed function encourages
the encoders to encode only the relevant features that help in
maximizing the likelihood of the correct decision at the FC.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Distributed Inference Accuracy
In this subsection, we show the results of the inferred

decision accuracy using our proposed compression and quan-
tization technique.
1) Comparative Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework,
we used a publicly available dataset called Wearable Action
Recognition Database (WARD) presented in [10]. The obtained
performance is compared against three other literature works
applied to the same dataset. A data point represents the
readings of five accelerometer/gyroscope pairs. Each point
belongs to one of 13 different classes. For more information
we refer to [10].
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Fig. 3: Comparison of model accuracy under different com-
pression ratios.

Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the performance of the
proposed framework and other works in the literature under
different compression ratios. We can see from the figure that
the performance of our framework outperforms other works
under all compression ratios.

Table I shows the classification accuracy of the proposed
framework compared with the accuracy of other literature
works. The table reports results for Yang et al. [10], Huynh
[11], He et al. [12] with different dimensionality reduction
techniques, and Guo et al. [13] with different fusion methods.
It is clear from the table that the proposed framework achieves
state-of-the-art accuracy compared with other works. In addi-
tion, the proposed framework respects the bit rate constraint
assigned for each sensor, R, which highly contributes to
power-saving and sensor lifetime.
2) A Toy Problem

We tested the proposed framework with four datasets: 1)
MNIST, 2) Fashion-MNIST, 3) Street View Houses (SVH), 4)
CIFAR-10. For each dataset, we used different Compression
Ratios, CR. CR is defined as the ratio between the uncom-
pressed dimension and compressed dimension [14]. It is worth
noting that the compression ratios of other methods consider
compression by dimensionality reduction only (i.e., any input
or output dimension 2 R). Based on that, the input and output
space remains the same. Unlike these methods, our work goes
beyond to count for the quantization (since the input dimension
is 2 R while the output dimension is quantized 2 {0, 1}).

TABLE I: The classification accuracy of the proposed frame-
work compared with different work from the literature on
WARD dataset.

Method Detection Accuracy
Yang et al. [10] 93.6%
Huynh [11] 96.97%
He et al. + PCA [12] 76.31%
He et al. + LDA [12] 40.3%
He et al. + GDA [12] 99.2%
Guo (Majority voting) [13] 94.96%
Guo (Maximum) [13] 96.20%
Guo (WLOP) [13] 98.02%
Guo (WLOGP) [13] 98.78%
Our Framework (CR=2) 99.7%

Fig. 4: The decision accuracy of the inferred decision under
different compression ratios. The baseline represents sending
the raw observations to the FC without compression.

In these experiments, we simulate two sensors (s1,s2)
sending their data to a FC. Assume the observations at sensor
s1 belongs to a class Ci and at sensor s2 belongs to a class
Cj . The decision rule at the FC can be defined as:

 (z

1
, z

2
) =

⇢
i ifi = j

�1 ifi 6= j

In other words, the decision will be the class label if the two
observations belong to the same label, and -1 otherwise. Since
each dataset consists of images belonging to one out of 10 total
classes, we expect the classifier to have 11 classes.

To make a fair comparison between the framework accu-
racies with different compression ratios, we used the same
classifier capacity (in terms of the number of layers, the nodes
in each layer, the activation functions used, etc.) for each
dataset.

We compared the obtained results with the baseline model
accuracy. The baseline model is defined as the accuracy of a
neural network classifier taking as input the raw observations
without compression or quantization, xt. In this case, the FC
has the complete vector of sensed data, which represents the
optimal case in terms of the data availability at the FC.

Fig. 4 shows the obtained results for each case. We can see
that the performance of our framework approaches the baseline
model with the lowest compression ratio, CR = 2, in the
table. A small reduction in the accuracy has been reported with
higher CR (i.e., CR = 4 and 8). However, we still obtain high
accuracy even with the highest compression ratio, CR = 8.
For example, we obtained 95.3% of the baseline with CR = 8

in MNIST dataset. This means compressing the observations to
only 12.5% of its original dimension with quantization results
in only 4.7% reduction in accuracy.

B. Fault-Tolerance Evaluation
One powerful characteristic behind any distributed system

is the high fault tolerance. Fault tolerance means the system
keeps working (maybe with a little performance degradation)
even when some of the nodes are down. Due to the learning
nature of our proposed framework and the proposed training
algorithm, our framework has a high fault tolerance which
makes it resilient against node failures. To evaluate this
property, we used a multi-view dataset presented in [15]. The
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Fig. 5: Evaluating the fault-tolerance by monitoring the model
accuracy as the number of failed sensors increase.

Fig. 6: Interpolation between two points in the latent space.

dataset contains images captured from six different synchro-
nized cameras and three classes (person, bus, and car).

Each time, we randomly select to deactivate one source and
monitor the degradation in the framework accuracy. Then, we
randomly deactivate two sources and monitor the accuracy,
and so on. The results are shown in Fig. 5 where we can see
that the framework maintains a high accuracy (around 80%)
even when four cameras, out of six, cameras were in failure.
We can see around 2.4% reduction in the achieved accuracy if
only one sensor is down. These results suggest that our system
is robust against multiple node failures.

C. Semantics of the Latent Representation
In autoencoder-based architectures for dimensionality re-

duction, a special interest is paid to the robustness of the
learned codewords in the latent space [16]. To evaluate the
robustness of such codewords, we interpolate between differ-
ent points in the latent space and observe, qualitatively, the
gradual changes in the reconstructed data. This widely used
experiment verifies that the model: (a) has injected enough
redundancies into the codewords and consequently the model
is capable of reconstructing the input even in the presence of
errors in the codeword, (b) has learned relevant features of the
underlying structure of the data.

We randomly select two test points to represent the start and
endpoints. In each step, we flip a bit in the latent codeword,
fed the newly obtained codeword to the decoder model, and
observe the gradual changes in the reconstruction. Fig. 6 shows
the gradual transition in the digit shape with the gradual
bit flipping. We can observe that decrementing the hamming
distance between the start and endpoints, each bit-flip, slowly

alters the characteristic features of the digit until the digit
reaches the endpoint.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a learning framework for task-
aware compression of correlated-sensors data. The framework
learns complementary binary features for sensor data to max-
imize the accuracy of the inferred decision at the FC. We
proposed a powerful loss function and a three-stage training al-
gorithm to maximize the framework’s accuracy. Each training
phase approaches better accuracy by incrementally learning
more resilient unique features. By learning a low-bit represen-
tation for sensor data, we minimize the consumed bandwidth
and the power consumption for each sensor. Moreover, our
framework is a high fault-tolerant due to the proposed training
algorithm. Extensive experiments confirm the superiority of
our proposed framework in terms of achievable compression
ratios, accuracy, and fault tolerance.
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dataset contains images captured from six different synchro-
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monitor the degradation in the framework accuracy. Then, we
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Fig. 5: Evaluating the fault-tolerance by monitoring the model
accuracy as the number of failed sensors increase.

Fig. 6: Interpolation between two points in the latent space.

dataset contains images captured from six different synchro-
nized cameras and three classes (person, bus, and car).

Each time, we randomly select to deactivate one source and
monitor the degradation in the framework accuracy. Then, we
randomly deactivate two sources and monitor the accuracy,
and so on. The results are shown in Fig. 5 where we can see
that the framework maintains a high accuracy (around 80%)
even when four cameras, out of six, cameras were in failure.
We can see around 2.4% reduction in the achieved accuracy if
only one sensor is down. These results suggest that our system
is robust against multiple node failures.

C. Semantics of the Latent Representation
In autoencoder-based architectures for dimensionality re-

duction, a special interest is paid to the robustness of the
learned codewords in the latent space [16]. To evaluate the
robustness of such codewords, we interpolate between differ-
ent points in the latent space and observe, qualitatively, the
gradual changes in the reconstructed data. This widely used
experiment verifies that the model: (a) has injected enough
redundancies into the codewords and consequently the model
is capable of reconstructing the input even in the presence of
errors in the codeword, (b) has learned relevant features of the
underlying structure of the data.

We randomly select two test points to represent the start and
endpoints. In each step, we flip a bit in the latent codeword,
fed the newly obtained codeword to the decoder model, and
observe the gradual changes in the reconstruction. Fig. 6 shows
the gradual transition in the digit shape with the gradual
bit flipping. We can observe that decrementing the hamming
distance between the start and endpoints, each bit-flip, slowly

alters the characteristic features of the digit until the digit
reaches the endpoint.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a learning framework for task-
aware compression of correlated-sensors data. The framework
learns complementary binary features for sensor data to max-
imize the accuracy of the inferred decision at the FC. We
proposed a powerful loss function and a three-stage training al-
gorithm to maximize the framework’s accuracy. Each training
phase approaches better accuracy by incrementally learning
more resilient unique features. By learning a low-bit represen-
tation for sensor data, we minimize the consumed bandwidth
and the power consumption for each sensor. Moreover, our
framework is a high fault-tolerant due to the proposed training
algorithm. Extensive experiments confirm the superiority of
our proposed framework in terms of achievable compression
ratios, accuracy, and fault tolerance.
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